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On behalf of our entire board and staff, 
I would like to thank everyone who 
participated in the annual meeting 
process. Although I wish we could’ve 
gotten together in person, I enjoyed 
discussing BBNC’s goals, future plans, and 
honoring BBNC’s shareholders of the year 
virtually.

Congratulations to incumbents Peter 
Andrew Jr., Hazel Nelson, and Kimberly 
Williams, and new director Gerda 
Kosbruk, who were elected to serve three-
year terms on the board of directors, 
ending in 2024. Additionally, we would 
like to thank Shawn Aspelund for his nine 
years of service on the BBNC board. His 
involvement and leadership has helped 
create a successful company that is 
dedicated to enriching our Native way of 
life.

We would also like to congratulate the 
2021 Shareholders of the Year! Paul 
Boskoffsky, Elder of the Year; Carvel 
Zimin Jr., Citizen of the Year; Tiera 
Schroeder, Student of the Year; and 
Little Alaskan Fish Co. owned by Tiffany 
Bennett and Conor Downey, Small 
Business of the Year. We are proud of 
these shareholders and thank them for the 
valuable contributions they’ve made and 
the inspiration they provide to the Bristol 
Bay region. Read more about them in the 
following pages.

A MESSAGE FROM 
JASON METROKIN

Published by Bristol Bay 
Native Corporation

BBNC President and CEO Jason Metrokin at BBNC’s 
2021 Virtual Annual Meeting of Shareholders 

ON THE COVER
BBNCEF’s Office 
Administrator Irene 
Fritze and intern 
Chenita Sorensen 
announce BBNCEF’s 
2021 raffle winners!

THANK YOU SHAWN
On behalf of BBNC, its 
shareholders, and the Bristol 
Bay region, the BBNC board and 
staff would like to thank Shawn 
Aspelund for his nine years of 
service on the BBNC Board of 
Directors.

His work and leadership has 
helped BBNC grow into the 
successful corporation that it is 
today, dedicated to enriching our 
Native way of life.

The virtual annual meeting was available 
to watch via webcast, or listen to by 
streaming audio or by phone. More than 
600 shareholders logged in to watch 
and/or listen to the meeting from around 
Alaska all the way to Finland. Thank you 
for being an involved member of BBNC.

We hope everyone enjoyed the virtual 
meeting and we appreciate your active 
participation with Bristol Bay Native 
Corporation.

Jason Metrokin
President & CEO
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Congratulations to Peter Andrew Jr., Gerda Kosbruk, Hazel Nelson, and Kimberly Williams, who were elected to 
serve three-year terms on the BBNC Board of Directors, ending in 2024.

BOARD MEMBERS ELECTED FOR THREE-YEAR TERMS

Hazel NelsonPeter Andrew Jr.

Kimberly WilliamsGerda Kosbruk

The BBNC Board of Directors convened upon 
the adjournment of the virtual Annual Meeting of 
Shareholders in which Russell S. Nelson was elected to 
serve as Board Chair and Greta L. Goto was elected to 
serve as Vice Chair.

Incoming board Chair Nelson said, “Joe Chythlook has 
served on the BBNC Board for 31 years with 13 years 
as Board Chair. Under Joe’s leadership, BBNC saw 
corporate earnings grow from $5.1 million to more than 
$125 million, and dividends and distribution payments 
paid to shareholders grow from $12.00 per share to 
$50.32 per share, annually. Joe remains a member 
of the board, and we are immensely grateful for his 
continued wisdom and leadership.”

BOARD UPDATE

Russell S. Nelson
Chair

Greta L. Goto
Vice Chair



BBNC Shareholder Paul Boskoffsky, son of Pete and Dora Boskoffsky, was 
born in Kanatak, Alaska and is the eldest of five children. He and his wife 
Natalia have been married for over 50 years and have three children. 
He currently lives in Naknek and spends his summers in Egegik as the 
winterman for AGS Processor Company.

Paul is a retired commercial fisherman, pilot, has written a couple of books, 
and has devoted his life to serving the Lord. He was a Missionary in Pilot 
Point, was one of the founders of the Becharof Bible camp of Egegik Baptist 
Church, has served on the Egegik Bible Church Board of Directors, Becharof 
Village Corporation board, and Kanatak Village Council. He currently serves 
on the Naknek Bible Church board and volunteers for the US National Park 
Science Camp teaching culture to children across the Bristol Bay region.

Paul has also extensively worked with the Becharof National Wildlife Refuge 
to document the ancient history and route of the Kanatak Trail so it could be 
preserved and contributed to the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) Oral History 
Tapes archived at the Alutiiq Museum.

Paul loves boating up to Becharof Lake with his family to get subsistence food. He is humble, kind, and a pillar 
in his community. He has been and always will be committed to the land and people of Bristol Bay and is deeply 
committed to ensuring there is something to pass on to future generations.

ELDER OF THE YEAR: PAUL BOSKOFFSKY

CITIZEN OF THE YEAR: CARVEL ZIMIN JR.
BBNC shareholder Carvel Zimin Jr., son of Carvel and Annie Zimin, was born and raised in South Naknek. He is 
married to Shirley Zimin and has three daughters: Sonya, Mandi, and Ryann.

Carvel currently serves on the Alaska Peninsula Corporation (APC) Board 
of Directors (over 37 years) and the South Naknek Village Council, and has 
previously served on Southwest Alaska Municipal Conference (SWAMC), Bristol 
Bay Borough Assembly (29 years), and Alaska Seafood Marketing Institute (ASMI). 
In 2007, he was chosen as a governor’s appointment to the Denali Commissions 
Rural Transportation Advisory Committee. He works hard to advocate for Bristol 
Bay communities and the salmon fishery. Through his lifelong service to Bristol 
Bay, he has gained knowledge about the community needs of the region 
(specifically the peninsula) with full understanding of statewide and national 
issues. Carvel is a third-generation winter watchman of the NN Cannery in South 
Naknek for Trident Seafoods and has a wealth of knowledge of the salmon 
fisheries and Bristol Bay history.

Carvel is hard working, reliable, and a well-respected community member of 
Bristol Bay who never turns away from helping his friends and family. He loves 
to watch Seattle Seahawks games, NASCAR, and spend time with his family - 
especially his two grandsons, Samuel and Liam.

Shareholders of the Year



Little Alaska Fish Co., owned by shareholder Tiffany Ataniiagg’aq Bennett and her spouse Conor Downey, is a 
start-up business specializing in premium, hand processed salmon and seafood in Dillingham. In both spirit and 
practice, the company has committed to triple bottom line values that is recognizing responsible use of renewable 
resources, and ecological stewardship. The company explored a biodegradable packaging product competitive 
with the name brand expediters and has harnessed the bountiful resource of sockeye salmon and cultural values in 
its mission to bring consumers a healthy product.
 

Tiffany was raised on the waters of Bristol Bay and knows 
quality seafood. As the head of the company’s processing 
operations, she ensures that only the best leaves the plant 
stating, “If we would not eat it, neither will you.” Conor learned 
to fish under Tiffany’s mother and as Captain, he oversees the 
harvest and at-sea handling of the catch and his attention to 
detail and strict standards result in the finest quality flowing 
into the plant.

Stacked against competing microprocessors and direct 
marketers, the company’s authenticity and production 
schedule sets them apart. Tiffany and Conor state, “Bristol 
Bay is home; we are raising our three daughters in the same 
spirit as Tiffany’s upbringing. This isn’t just a job or a paycheck: 
it’s a part of our lives that we wish to share with others. And, 
because we live and work in-region, we have the infrastructure 
and resources to process and deliver continuously throughout 
the season. Other small-scale producers will be hard pressed 
to compete at this level.” 3

STUDENT OF THE YEAR: TIERA SCHROEDER
Tiera Uqiilaq Schroeder is Yup’ik and from Dillingham. She is the daughter 
of Mary Barnes and the late Hugh “Baze” Schroeder. Her paternal 
grandparents are Margaret and Hugh Schroeder, and her maternal 
grandparents are Daisy Barnes and the late Harry Barnes Sr. Tiera earned 
her bachelor’s in psychology from Fort Lewis College in 2017 and is 
currently pursuing a PhD in Clinical-Community Psychology with a Rural, 
Indigenous emphasis at the University of Alaska Anchorage (UAA).

Tiera has tailored her education and training to best prepare her to serve 
Alaska Natives in a variety of settings. She is currently conducting a study 
that focuses on understanding college students’ misperceptions that 
American Indians and Alaska Natives are more biologically vulnerable 
to alcohol and is co-leading a project that examines stereotypes Alaska 
Natives have heard or experienced. She is also helping implement a 
cultural identity program for Native students at UAA that provides access 
to mentors, community connections, traditional activities, and social 
support during the school year to help foster retention and wellbeing.

Tiera spent the last year interning at First Alaskans Institute, has been a long-term advocate for the sanctity of our 
lands and waters, contributing to efforts opposing the proposed Pebble mine, and is helping organize a group 
hoping to develop short-and long-term solutions to homelessness and housing instability in Dillingham.

Tiera’s goal is to become a licensed clinical psychologist. She has a passion for uplifting our people and knows 
that regardless of the hardships we experience, we have a beautiful, rich, and thriving culture with resilient and 
knowledgeable people.

BUSINESS OF THE YEAR: LITTLE ALASKAN FISH CO.
TIFFANY BENNETT AND CONOR DOWNEY
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BBNC shareholders who participated in the annual meeting process by proxy were eligible for cash prizes! 
Thank you to everyone who participated and congratulations to all the winners!

ANNUAL MEETING PRIZE 
WINNERS

$2,500 - Vera Andrew, New Stuyahok, AK 

$2,000 - Rebecca F. Kosbruk, Anchorage, AK 

$1,500 - Mary A. Noden, Dillingham, AK 

$500 - Sirena M. Tennyson, Dillingham, AK 

$500 - John I. Christensen III, Port Heiden, AK 

$500 - Demitri M. Gust, New Stuyahok, AK 

$500 - Isiah J. Cortez, Anchorage, AK 

$500 - Marilyn A. Kosbruk, Anchorage, AK 

$500 - Bobby B. Nicholson, Dillingham, AK 

$500 - Christine Nekeferoff, Anchorage, AK 

$500 - Virginia K. Luckhurst, Anchorage, AK 

$500 - Lyle S. Whitley, Manokotak, AK 

$500 - Lorenza E. Yanez Tafolla, Anchorage, AK

EARLY BIRD PRIZE WINNERS

$3,500 - Bonnie J. Ayojiak, Manokotak, AK 

$2,500 - Deston R. P. Pauk, Togiak, AK 

$1,500 - Glenda J. Wilson, Wasilla, AK 

$500 - Socoli A. J. E. Togiak, Togiak, AK 

$500 - Brycen M. Nickerson, Manokotak, AK 

$500 - Mary A. Bavilla, Platinum, AK 

$500 - Victor G. Sifsof Jr., Anchorage, AK 

$500 - Jessie E. Sergie, Seward, AK 

$500 - Tara Y. Balluta, Nondalton, AK 

$500 - Trina M. Yagie, Anchorage, AK 

$500 - Nickey A. Carltikoff Jr., Anchorage, AK 

$500 - June Hoover, Dillingham, AK 

$500 - Walter E. Aspelund, Renton, WA

ONLINE VOTING PRIZE WINNERS

$3,500 - William A. Cook, Anchorage, AK 

$2,500 - Kathy A. Westfall, Jackson, MI 
$1,500 - Geraldine D. Murphy, Anchorage, AK 

$500 - Raylene D. L. Willets, Waianae, HI 
$500 - Whitney A. Carlos, Togiak, AK 

$500 - Morgan E. LaRocque, Rugby, ND 

$500 - Cody C. E. Norbert, Dillingham, AK 

$500 - Henry J. Roehl III, Wasilla, AK 

$500 - Gary F. Cline, Dillingham, AK 

$500 - Colleen S. Timmer, Chugiak, AK 

$500 - Lisa O. Abyo, Anchorage, AK 

$500 - Juliana T. Agli, Anchorage, AK 

$500 - Shannon R. Williams, Togiak, AK

Prize Winners

Shareholders who voted their proxy by Wednesday, 
September 8, 2021 were eligible for these prizes.

Shareholders who voted their proxy online by 
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 were eligible for 
these prizes.

Shareholders who voted their proxy by Wednesday, 
September 29, 2021 were eligible for these prizes.

Thank you for supporting BBNCEF’s scholarship 
fundraiser raffle! With your generosity, BBNCEF raised 
more than $21,000 to benefit Bristol Bay students and 
support cultural heritage activities in Bristol Bay. This 
year, a $20 raffle ticket offered a chance to win one of 
four vacations. Congratulations to the winners:

Thank you to the following sponsors who made our 
raffle possible: Alaska Airlines, Alaska Railroad, Chena 
Hot Springs Resort, Grant Aviation, Hilltop Ski Area, 
Seattle Kraken, The Cannery Lodge, The Marx Bros Cafe, 
The Pump House, Thompson Hotels, and Tom Douglas 
Restaurants.

BBNCEF RAFFLE WINNERS

SEATTLE VACATION:
Judy Samuelsen, Dillingham, AK

KENAI VACATION:
Hans Reed, Dillingham, AK

FAIRBANKS VACATION:
Dolly Ann Trefon, Iliamna, AK

ANCHORAGE STAYCATION:
Pat Peacock, Anchorage, AK

4
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Q: Did BBNC receive CARES Act funds?

A: Yes, BBNC and other Alaska Native Corporations 
received CARES Act funding to help shareholders 
who have been financially impacted by the COVID-19 
pandemic. Shareholders can apply on the myBBNC 
portal at myBBNC.net for fastest processing, or you 
can download the paper forms and mail, email, or fax 
to BBNC. The deadline to apply is Monday, November 
15, 2021 at 5:00 p.m. Alaska time. For more 
information, please visit bbnc.net/CARESAct. 

Q: Can you explain how the Seattle hockey team 
benefits BBNC shareholders?

A: With this partnership, millions will be introduced to 
the wonders and cultures of Bristol Bay, and the BBNC 
community and hockey fans alike will have access to 
exciting opportunities. Bristol Bay will be prominently 
represented throughout the Climate Pledge Arena 
on TV screens, LED rings, scoreboards, at the state-
of-the-art Kraken training center, and will operate, in 
partnership with BBRSDA and Bristol Wild Seafood 
Company, the exclusive seafood marketplace inside 
Climate Pledge Arena: the Bristol Bay Wild Market. 
The market will feature wild Bristol Bay salmon and 
Pacific cod from BBNC company Bristol Wild Seafood 
Company. We are excited about this opportunity 
that will not only provide earnings for our seafood 
operations, but will also promote the region!

Q: Why is BBNC protecting the voting so much that 
shareholders cannot get others on the ballot? How can 
we change the process to add write-in as an option?

A: BBNC’s board slate process allows shareholders 
to participate and exercise their right to vote. Both 
the board and its nominating committee review the 
process every year and will continue to make sure the 
board receives your feedback.

Q: Is the open enrollment to descendants ever going to 
be settled?

A: BBNC has been studying descendant enrollment 
for a number of years and we continue to study and 
discuss this important topic. We recently conducted a 
descendant enrollment survey and once the results are 
fully analyzed, they will be shared. There are a variety 
of ways that a corporation can enroll new shareholders 
and BBNC will continue to study and reach out to 
shareholders for their feedback on this issue.

Q: It would be great to see BBNC assist Bristol Bay 
villages gain better access to internet and cell phone 
service. 

A: BBNC continues to work with the State of Alaska, our 
legislature in Juneau, and our delegation in Washington 
D.C. on this topic. Local providers in the Bristol Bay 
region also continue to look at ways they can expand and 
enhance their broadband connectivity. We will continue 
to participate in these conversations and assist in finding 
solutions.

Q: Where does BBNC stand on mandating the 
vaccination for their employees and subsidiaries?

A: BBNC has maintained a very safe COVID-19 protocol 
that has worked well including wearing masks, socially 
distancing, and following the necessary protocols at the 
BBNC office and throughout our subsidiary operations. 
BBNC will comply with the federal government’s 
vaccination mandate for federal employees, federal 
contractors, and private businesses. We will continue to 
monitor mandates and work to keep our shareholders 
and employees as safe as we can.

Comment: Thank you, BBNC team, for creating successful 
paths for our Native people and continuing to help our 
communities grow in so many aspects. I appreciate all of 
you and am proud to be a BBNC shareholder.

Questions, Answers & Comments
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2021 VIRTUAL ANNUAL MEETING NUMBERS

$36,000 WON IN 
PRIZES

142Webcast Viewers
245

216
Audio Listeners

PHONE LISTENERS

Annual Meeting Chairman 
L. Tiel Smith


